
  
 

Dates:  1/1/2022 - 12/31/2022   

City / State:  Millstadt, IL   

Event Name:  Millstadt Walk  
Event Type:  Year Round Walk   

Event ID:  120682 2022/Y2961 

Distance - Trail Ratings:  5k/10k/15k/20k - 1A   

 

Description:  Welcome to Millstadt, Illinois! Walk under the watchful eye of the "Old Tin Man" 

water tower in Millstadt. The "Tin Man" is closely connected with the identity of Millstadt since the 

1930's and is one of the few remaining hemispherical bottom and conical roof water towers in Illinois. 

It is visible from many vantage points in the village. The village is known for its German heritage, 

with more than half of its approximately 4,000 people of German descent. There are three 5k walks. 

A walk from Millstadt Park through the historic village of Millstadt, a walk from the Millstadt Park to 

the Millstadt Nature Park, and a health walk at the Millstadt Park of three loops around the park. On 

the walk through Millstadt, you will see many of the well-preserved 19th century brick buildings which 

were built by the original settlers from Germany. Much of the charm and character of the village is 

traceable to this heritage. On the Nature Trail walk there are walking trails that include a paved trail 

and a wood chip trail. There are many different trees with signs documenting some of the different 

species. The health trail three times around the park will take you past two Millstadt schools, the 

Millstadt pool, tennis courts, and ball fields. Be sure to look for painted rocks hidden regularly by a 

group in Millstadt as well as thought-provoking chalk writings on the trail. 

Amenities:  Strollers: Medium 

Wheelchairs: Medium   Pets: Yes   Restrooms: Yes   

Special Programs:  Town Halls / City Halls,  & Walking with America's Veterans 

Start Times:  Daily, dawn to dusk   

Location:  Millstadt IGA; 625 East Washington Street, Millstadt, Illinois. 
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 Driving Directions: 625 East Washington Street, Millstadt, Illinois. From the NORTH: Take IL 

163 South to Millstadt and turn left on Washington St. From the SOUTH: Take IL 163 North to 

Millstadt and turn right on Washington St. From the EAST: Take IL 158 (which becomes Washington 

Street) to Millstadt IGA and turn right. From the WEST: Take IL 158 (which becomes Washington 

Street) to Millstadt IGA and turn left. 

Awards & Fees:  IVV Credit Only   

Comments:   After registering walkers will drive to the pavilion in the village park 

to start walking. 

Host Club:  Illinois Trekkers Volkssport Club   

Contact: Susan Hodgson (618) 334-6304 Website:  www.illinois-trekkers.org   

E-Mail Contact:  lkcs246@gmail.com 
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